
Model Number 3001N Part Number

EAN code 011120258004 2677

Category AIR 2678

Product Description Air Purifier

Color Black/Medium Grey

Plug Type EU 2-pin

Activated Carbon Filter
(Comes packed inside unit)

HEPA + Pre Filter
(Comes packed inside unit)

User Guide & Safety 
Instructions

Estimated Container Quantities (20’/ 40’/ 40H) / Pallet Quantity (362  / 752 / 811) / 18 Eaches / Pallet

Carton Languages EN / DE / FR / ES / IT / RU
Warranty 2 years

Country of Origin China

Timer No
Night Mode Yes - Automated Dimming Feature

WiFi Connectivity No

Type of Filtration Pre, HEPA, Carbon
Fan Speeds 5
Auto Mode Yes - CirQulate™ System

Onboard Sensors (PM2.5, VOC) VOC Sensor
RealTime air Quality Feedback (Numercial Reading or Colored) Yes, Colored (Blue, Yellow< Red)

Stages of Filtration 3

Sound Level (dB) 34-51 dBA
Product Weight (without accessories and packaging) 8.48 kg

Motor Type (not always advertised) AC

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Introducing the BISSELL® air220 Air Purifier. This product packs powerful indoor air purifying power into a simplistic and sleek machine, bringing form and function together in your home. The unique design is apparent in 
the air220's clean lines and smooth edges. Underneath the sleek design you'll find three layers of filtration, including an activated carbon filter and a HEPA + pre-filter that captures hair, dust, pollen, dander, home and pet 
odors, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). This air purifier is a powerful machine you'd expect from BISSELL, a trusted homecare brand. The air220 has a soft-touch dial that lets you control both fan speed and power. 
It has a discrete cord wrap on the back and  filters that can be accessed from the front panel, so you can keep it against a wall in your home. Cleans 31.63 square meters every 15 minutes in 4.0 turns an hour making it 
great for medium bedrooms, living areas, basements, and dining rooms.
You've trusted BISSELL to clean and care for the floors and surfaces in your home. Now, let us clean your air!

KEY FEATURES / SPECIFICATIONS

Coverage (m2) 126.53 square meters with 1 turn per hour* (*maximum cleaning efficiency is 4.8 turns per hour)
CADR Ratings (smoke)  181 CFM / 308 m3/h 

INCLUDED IN THE BOX

USPs as on the carton Automated CirQulate™ system technology monitors and provides color-coded 
indoor air quality feedback and adjusts fan speed.

VOC SENSOR MEASURES POLLUTANTS & ODORS
Whisper Quiet operation and automated night mode contribute to a peaceful 

sleeping environment.THREE LEVEL FILTRATION CAPTURES OVER 99% OF 
MICROSCOPIC PARTICLES Where form meets function: sleek design, front filter access, intutitve controls 

and discreet cord wrap. It blends into any home.CIRQULATE™ SYSTEM COMMUNICATES REAL-TIME 
AIR QUALITY

WOW CLAIM CONSUMER BENEFITS

SENSES AND CLEANS HOUSEHOLD 
POLLUTANTS & ODORS

Captures cooking and pet odors: activated carbon filter captures odors from 
cooking, smoke, pets, and other common household odors.

3 Stages of Filtration. Activated Carbon filter and a high-efficiency plus pre filter 
that captures over 99% of particles 0.3 microns or larger on the lowest fan 

speed, including pollen, dust, smoke, hair and dander.

air220
PRODUCT INFO  COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES (sold separately)

Part Name

Activated Carbon Filter

HEPA & Pre-Filter


